RPA: The Quick Win vs. The Big Win

The Quick Win
- RPA is optimized for high-impact, high-value tasks designed to attack and clear out bottlenecks. It helps you help yourself.
- Reduce operational costs
- Employ 24/7 operations
- Increase operational speed
- Accelerate payroll process
- Minimize errors in any part of the process
- RPA is skilled

The Big Win
- To exceed the typical ROI, your RPA must unlock greater value from automating your processes. You need to look beyond the Quick Win... 
- ...coordinate its work with humans to run meaningful, optimized processes
- ...be a bit more agile, leveraging the decision-making skills of your workforce
- ...organize and share control for easy release to the business specialists
- ...understand a wider range of information sources to enable more data-driven decision-making
- Don't let the possibilities overwhelm you.

To use IBM RPA with Automation Document and Workflow two strategic capabilities. You can address your automation needs to help your people work smarter, faster and better. Use additional automation steps to help achieve live-time 4.0

Read our "The hype" Report from Forbes


More about IBM RPA:
https://www.ibm.com/products/automation-platform